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abstract - Modern industrial dri ving conceptions,
consisting of thr ee-phasecurr ent machine, power
electronicsandautomaticcontrol, becomemoreeffi-
cient and lessexpensive. This submits an optimized
utilization of material in electrical machines,which
may excitean unmeant stimulation of oscillation in
hearable fr equencyresponse. The purposeof this
research project is the noiseminimization. First of
all a detailed study of fr equencyresponsewill be
performed by modalanalysisusing vibration mea-
surement. At the same time the behavior of the
machine will be simulated using a 2D/3D-model in
considerationof excitation. The machinemodelcan
be validated by its natural fr equencies. By varia-
tion and modification of control schemeand power
electronics the striking fr equenciesof interest can
be assignedto specialpropertiesof the dri ving sys-
tem. This strategybuilds the basicprinciple of noise
minimization.

1 Intr oduction

Modern industrial manufacturing allows an optimized
utilization of material in electrical machines by improved
means of production and new design methods. Thereby
a production of smaller and less expensive machines is
made possible, but it modifies the electro-mechanical

behaviour.
The power electronics, which make practicable an eco-
nomic and flexible use of electrical machines, generates
a high number of parasitic frequencies by switching op-
erations. Therefrom a machine-power inverter-system
affects to raise the noises by unmeant excitation into
hearable frequency response.
The purpose of this project is to develop a concept
of noise minimization of three-phase current machines
by variation and modification of control schemes and
power electronics. The noise selection needs spe-
cial diligence, because only sonic sources of electro-
magnetic origin should be inspected. The electrical
machine is not intended to be modified structurally.
So that mechanical and aerodynamic sonic sources
(background noise) are not suggestible, but have to be
taken into account in the noise measurement. Possible
electro-magnetic sonic sources of the machine are dev-
ided into five categories, given in figure 1.
The job is splitted into an theoretical part, which con-
tains a simulation of noise creation, and into a mea-
surement instrumentation part, which contains the di-
rect vibrations- and sonic measurement at a special de-
veloped machine test bench. The natural frequencies
are to be detected by using modalanalysis, which are
possible sources for noise creation (next to enforced fre-
quencies).



Figure 1: sonic sources of a machine-power inverter-system

2 strategy

The mechanical kinds of oscillation of electrical drives
are divided into torsional vibrations, foundation vibra-
tions, stator frame vibrations and bending vibrations.
Only the stator frame vibrations are possible sources of
noise creation. The reason is the deformation of sta-
tor frame due to time variable air gap forces (pulling
forces/bending moments). The basic simulation ap-
proach of noise determination calculates in considera-
tion of control scheme and power electronics by using
a 2D-finite-diffenences-time step program, the air gap
field and the time function of magnetic forces in the air
gap of the drive. These forces are loads for the machine
model of a 3D-finite-elements program. The results
are the natural frequencies of the machine, which are
possible noise sources. The basic measurement ap-
proach of noise determination evaluates the measure-
ment data by using modalanalysis. Therefor excitation
dependend, universally valid properties will be recog-
nized. The structural strategy is shown in figure 2.

3 calculations

The institute of Electical Machines, Drives and Power
Electronics disposes a long lasting expert knowledge
of numerical field calculations. This is the basis of the
development of the 2D-finite-diffenences-time step pro-

gram FELMEC calculating electrical fields and tempera-
ture fields of synchronous and asynchronous machines.
The program makes it possible to include mechanical
components. The computation gets the field (transient
state) of air gap and the time function of magnetic forces
by consideration of rotor rotation, eddy current, satura-
tion of iron and switching of power electronics.
The general basis is a 2D-model (cross section of ma-
chine) with adequate discretization, which includes the
penetration of fields, the field of air gap and effects
nearby a corner. The calculated forces are input loads
for the machine-model of a 3D-finite-elements program.
This program, specialized for development and design-
study, is able to charge for the static and dynamic be-
havior of arbitrary mechanical constructions. After mod-
eling the stator, fixing the boundary conditions and de-
termining the loads, amplitudes and frequencies of pos-
sible noise creation will be calculated.
A modalanalysis mesurement system, which is avail-
able at the institute, shall verify the 3D-model. The
machine will be stimulated by a reference force (shaker
stimulation) to get a measurement of vibrations and an
analyse of frequencies. The machine transfer function
is the result of subtracting spectrum of stimulated force
from spectrum of frequency. These function describes
the internal behaviour of the mechanical construction
(structural model). Afterwards the comparison of cal-
culated and measured noise creation will improve the
machine model.



Figure 2: structural strategy to determinate the creation of noise

4 testbench

A methodical study of control scheme and power elec-
tronics make great demands on measuring and con-
trol technology, quality of sensors as well as on load
adapted power electronics. So standard solutions with
machine-power inverter-systems usual in trade cannot
be utilize. Necessary is the development and the im-
plementation of a special machine test bench, which
allows the gathering of sonic sources origined electro
magnetical. The test bench should be adjusted at sev-
eral operating points, variable in composition of power
electronics and excitation. The requirements are:

� variable in excitation and power electronics

� variable in intercircuit voltage

� variable in kind of control scheme

� measurement gathering and processing

� angular positioning

� rotary speed determination

� modular construction of power electronics

An important component of the test bench is the real-
time data-operation. It generates the different drive
pulses for the power electronics in consideration of the

operating point by using a sufficent fast digital signal
processor (DSP). In order to generate a high dynamic
(closed control loop) test bench, an adequate sampling
of the angular positioning is necessary. To realise a ma-
chine feedback system the rotor status (absolute posi-
tion, speed) has to be recorded by an external sensor
(sincoder) clutched with the rotor shaft. For the study
synchronous and asynchronous machines with 10kW
rated power will receive attention. A principle wiring di-
agram is given in figure 3.

5 outlook

The 2D-finite-differences-time step program is a long
lasting development of the institute and calculates solid
the air gap field of synchronous and asynchoronous
drives. In order to use any control scheme the input net-
work of the program module has to be extended. The
3D-finite-elements program was provided in combina-
tion with the modalanalysis-system. With simular effi-
cient 3D-programs the institute works for many years,
but for this research project it is necessary that both ap-
proaches, simulation and measurement, will be realised
with the same 3D-model of the machine. First simula-
tion results will be available at the end of the year.
All usable components of the test bench are still pur-
chased. After implementing known control schemes



and analysing the angular positioning to the DSP are
finished, the beginning of operation will be realised with
power electronics usual in trade. Because of the per-

ceptions of calculation and measurement modification
of excitation will be carried out. Afterwards the modifi-
cation of power electronics will follow.

Figure 3: wiring diagram of machine-inverter-system


